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CS25  -  Ant i -Microbial
Multiway  Scarf
Collection: Rainwear Accessories
Range: Rainwear
Shell  Fabric:   92%  Cotton,  8%
Elastane 180g

Product information
Multiway Scarf with anti-microbial finish. Kills
99.9% of bacteria and controls numerous odour-
causing microorganisms that can accumulate in
the fibres from skin contact and laundering. It
can  be  worn  in  a  combination  of  ways.  The
stretchy cotton elastane fabric allows for it to
transform for a number of  different uses but
still retain its original shape.

Rainwear Accessories
This range of accessories is perfect for work &
leisure activities. It contains a variety of fleece
& knit styles with Insulatex linings for warmth
and comfort even on the coldest of days.

Rainwear
The  following  Rainwear  collections  offer  an
outstanding  choice  of  designs  and  colours,
suitable for many end users. The best quality
fabrics  and  high  technology  construction
techniques are used throughout, guaranteeing
the ultimate in all-weather protection. Tested to
withstand the rigours of everyday wear, each
garment has been designed and manufactured
with care to ensure total satisfaction wear after
wear.

Features
Anti-microbial finish Texpel MicroTM, kills●

99.9% of bacteria

4-way stretch fabric for ease of movement and●

added comfort

Controls numerous odour-causing●

microorganisms that can accumulate in fibres
from skin contact and laundering

Keeps face fresh, dry and odour free●

This product is highly versatile and can be●

worn in a number of different ways

Lightweight and comfortable●

Soft-to-touch cotton for ultimate wearer●

comfort

Retail box which aids presentation for retail●

sales

Reusable and machine washable at 60 degrees●

  
Short Reg Tall XTall

Black -
Blue -
Yellow -
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CS25 - Anti-Microbial Multiway Scarf
Commodity Code: 6214300090

Test House

Wash Care
              

CARTON DIMENSIONS/WEIGHT

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight (Kg) Cubic (m3) EAN13 DUN14
CS25YER Yellow 62.0 48.0 26.0 0.0610 0.0774 5036108341788 15036108830333


